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MEROPE

New

Written by Göknur Birincioğlu
Illustrated by Merve Atılgan
Age: 3+
Pages: 32
Size: 22 x 22 cm

Merope is one of the countless stars in the sky. A
little shaky, a little timid! But why? Because she is
afraid of not being able to spread her light... One icy
cold night, when she was very cold, she clings to the
wind and descends to the earth, on warm sheep’s
wool!
In this poetic story written by Göknur Birincioğlu,
Merope, the faintest star of the Pleiades star cluster,
descends to the earth and discovers the power
within her as her glowing dust scatters around. It
shimmers in the wool of the sheep, in the hands of
the shepherd, and thus invites us to an adventure
of discovery that we will trace first in the sky and
then in the forest. With Merve Atılgan’s eye-catching
illustrations, Merope brings a special glow to the
readers.

Göknur Birincioğlu, was born in 1976. After graduating from Ankara University Department
of Radio TV and Cinema, she has worked as an executive in several radio, TV channels,
magazines, and newspapers. Since she was a little kid Göknur Birincioğlu has been writing
fantastic stories. She is a pioneer to create different characters for the kids in the first
theme park in Turkey. Also having professional chef training, she continues writing tales
encouraging kids, as well as documentaries.
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• A poetic story about a timid star realizing her
own power
• Eye-catching illustrations by a talented artist
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Theme: Stars, Courage, Self-confidence, Forest

Merve Atılgan was born in Istanbul. Graduating from Maltepe University, Faculty of
Fine Arts, Department of Cartoon and Animation, the illustrator focused on illustration,
character design and children’s books. While producing children’s books with many
publishing houses in Turkey, the book Song of the Old City which she illustrated for
Penguin Random House, was published in the USA. The picture book Geri Dönüşüm Ülkesi,
illustrated by her, became one of the two books selected from Turkey in the catalog of
The White Ravens Books in 2021. Merve Atılgan produces for domestic and international
publishing houses, magazines, and exhibitions in her studio, and continues her personal
animation and book projects.
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THE OCTOPUS AND THE SILENT WHALE

New

Written by Gökçe Gökçeer
Illustrated by Uğur Altun
Age: 3+
Pages: 32
Size: 22 x 22 cm

The Octopus and the Silent Whale is a story written
with the inspiration the author got from a true story
of a whale who sings at a frequency other whales can’t
understand. In 1992, scientists discovered this whale’s
voice. Due to his voice’s different frequency (he sings
at 52 Hertz), it was impossible for him to communicate
with other whales. So, scientists gave him the name “52
Hertz Whale” and thought that he was the loneliest whale
in the world. But in literature, especially in children’s
literature, nothing lasts forever, everything can change
and find a new way to exist.
Also, life has miracles and a thousand ways of living. So,
can this whale find a friend in the deep ocean too?
Gökçe Gökçeer offers a new ending to this whale’s story
in this lovely book. And award-winning illustrator Uğur
Altun takes us to the very deep waters of the ocean with
his powerful colors and illustrations.
Gökçe Gökçeer born in 1975, graduated from Hacettepe University, Philosophy Department.
She has worked for various publishing houses and magazines as a proofreader and editor.
She has been writing introduction briefs and critics of children’s books over the last few
years and has been writing articles for children. She also works as a children’s book
editor in a publishing house. Her articles have been published in many printed and digital
publications. Gökçe regularly introduces children’s books and suggests books to children
through her website Bitmeyen Kitaplar as well as her social media accounts. Gökçeer lives
in İstanbul and has one child.
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• A heartwarming real-life story by a children’s
book author who loves to narrate especially
about animals.
• Selected Artist – Nominated for 2022 Astrid
Lindgren Memorial Award (ALMA)
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Theme: Loneliness, Friendship, Sea Creatures

Uğur Altun was born in Rize in 1987. He graduated from the department of Graphic Design
at Bilkent University with merit-scholarship in 2012. Since 2013, he has received distinction
awards and honorable mentions from GMK (Turkish Graphic Designers Association),
Taiwan International Graphic Design Awards, and Sharjah Children’s Books Illustrations
Exhibition. Editorial Illustrations he illustrated for Sabitfikir magazine received the bronze
award from the SilkRoad Spirit Biennial in China. With his book Zor Balık, he received the
2020 Aydın Doğan Children’s Books Award. He is also nominated for the 2022 Astrid
Lindgren Memorial Award. He is still working on illustrations and graphic design projects
in his atelier in İzmir.
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ARYA’S JOY OF LIFE

New

Written by Özge Bahar Sunar
Illustrated by Mavisu Demirağ
Age: 4+
Pages: 32
Size: 21,5 x 28 cm

Arya takes great pleasure in singing. Her musical
journey begins with a humble community choir in her
neighborhood. Enjoying her growing success in singing,
Arya participates in numerous competitions and
auditions where she works her magic. While climbing all
the steps to achieve her goals, she realizes that she has
lost something very essential.
Arya’s Joy of Life reminds us how important it is to
keep the joy of life alive as we travel along the path we
choose.

Özge Bahar Sunar was born in Sakarya in 1981. She graduated from Dokuz Eylül University
Computer Teaching Department in 2004. In 2011, Özge completed her master’s degree in
Yıldız Technical University, Department of Educational Administration and Supervision.
After teaching for twelve years at National Ministry of Education, Özge has resigned to
write children’s books that she had dreamed of for years. She lives in Antalya with her
husband and two children.
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• A story that contains philosophical questions
• Children can question the expectation of
success from their own and adults’ points of
view throughout the story
• Charming illustrations from a talented
illustrator
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Theme: Success, Passion, Music

Mavisu Demirağ was born in 1993 in Izmir. She graduated from the Faculty of Fine Arts,
Dokuz Eylül University. She makes illustrations for various agencies and magazines,
mainly for children’s books publishers.
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THE PEBBLE’S JOURNEY

New

Written by Judith Malika Liberman
Illustrated by Zeynep Özatalay
Age: 4+
Pages: 40
Size: 22 x 25.5 cm

Living between browns and grays, the pebble
wonders about the colors of the world. From time
to time, the birds tell him about blue, yellow, red,
and green. Then one day, the pebble gets stuck in
a camel’s hoof and embarks on a colorful journey.
The path is open and clear, and he takes the journey
through which he will discover all the colors he has
dreamed of...
Judith Malika Liberman reinterprets traditional fairy
tales in her “Tales with Songs” series. By having
your phone or tablet read the QR code on the back
cover of the book, you can listen to The Pebble’s
Journey with Liberman’s narration and songs, as in
the other two books of the series, Dream First and
Stone Soup, so you can be inspired by her guidance
on storytelling.

Judith Malika Liberman was born in Paris in 1978. During her childhood, most of her time
was spent listening to stories and dreaming: by the fireside, in the classroom, on the road,
and on the radio. And when she grew up, she started telling her own stories. She told
stories in Turkey and in many other places around the world: by the fireside, on the stage,
in classrooms, at her own storytelling school and on her radio show called ‘Masal Bu Ya’
(As Story Would Have It) on NTV Radyo. In other words, she first dreamt about the job
that she deeply loves doing today and then her dream came true.
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• The last book of a three-book series
• A folktale retold by best-selling storyteller
• Illustrated by an internationally known artist
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Theme: Adventure, Journey, Curiosity Nature

Zeynep Özatalay was born in 1978 in Kanlıca. She has always been fond of drawing and
painting. She has graduated from Anadolu University Department of Graphic Design. She
worked in advertising agencies as graphic designer and illustrator. Since 2005 she has
been working freelance as an illustrator. She illustrates titles for both adults and children
and takes part in comic book projects. She lives in Istanbul.
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STONE SOUP

New

Written by Judith Malika Liberman
Illustrated by Zeynep Özatalay
Age: 4+
Pages: 40
Size: 22 x 25.5 cm

•
•

PICTURE BOOKS

•

4.000 copies sold on the first day of the
publication
A folktale retold by best-selling storyteller
Illustrated by internationally known artist

There was a village, abundance all around. Yet, each
house was surrounded by thick walls and no-one
knew how to share. And then one day, a wanderer
came along. He pulled a stone out of his pocket, lit
a fire at the village square, and started making his
soup.
Peel, peel, chop, chop, stir…
One by one the villagers gathered around the
cauldron, each adding more flavor to the soup. And
finally, they savored the joy of sharing and gathering
around a table.
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Theme: folktale, sharing, creativity

A modern reinterpretation of a folktale by bestselling author.

Rights Sold: Japanese
Judith Malika Liberman was born in Paris in 1978. During her childhood, most of her time
was spent listening to stories and dreaming: by the fireside, in the classroom, on the road,
and on the radio. And when she grew up, she started telling her own stories. She told
stories in Turkey and in many other places around the world: by the fireside, on the stage,
in classrooms, at her own storytelling school and on her radio show called ‘Masal Bu Ya’
(As Story Would Have It) on NTV Radyo. In other words, she first dreamt about the job
that she deeply loves doing today and then her dream came true.
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Zeynep Özatalay was born in 1978 in Kanlıca. She has always been fond of drawing and
painting. She has graduated from Anadolu University Department of Graphic Design. She
worked in advertising agencies as graphic designer and illustrator. Since 2005 she has
been working freelance as an illustrator. She illustrates titles for both adults and children
and takes part in comic book projects. She lives in Istanbul.
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DREAM FIRST

Written by Judith Malika Liberman
Illustrated by Zeynep Özatalay
Age: 4+
Pages: 40
Size: 22 x 25.5 cm

Aydın Doğan
National
Children’s Books
Illustration
Award 2021

First book of a three-book series
A folktale retold by best-selling storyteller
Illustrated by internationally known artist

Joseph was a tailor. After taking a good look at
every customer, he would close his eyes and dream
up something new just for them and only after that
he would choose the fabric, cut it, sew the dress and
iron it. “Snip snip, rat ta tat tat, pof pof!”
Then one day, Joseph finally made himself a coat
– with red silk, green velvet, purple muslin and
thousands of more colors... When his coat was worn
out, Joseph didn’t give up on it and made out a
jacket, and then a vest, then a tie and then lastly,
buttons from this old coat. When the last button fell
off and got lost, Joseph felt very sad. But now he
had a great story to tell and from that day on, this
story spread and managed to reach us today…

Rights Sold: Russian

A great folktale on imagination, creativity, building
identity and upcycling.

Judith Malika Liberman was born in Paris in 1978. During her childhood, most of her time
was spent listening to stories and dreaming: by the fireside, in the classroom, on the road,
and on the radio. And when she grew up, she started telling her own stories. She told
stories in Turkey and in many other places around the world: by the fireside, on the stage,
in classrooms, at her own storytelling school and on her radio show called ‘Masal Bu Ya’
(As Story Would Have It) on NTV Radyo. In other words, she first dreamt about the job
that she deeply loves doing today and then her dream came true.
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Theme: folktale, imagination, creativity,
upcycling

Zeynep Özatalay was born in 1978 in Kanlıca. She has always been fond of drawing and
painting. She has graduated from Anadolu University Department of Graphic Design. She
worked in advertising agencies as graphic designer and illustrator. Since 2005 she has
been working freelance as an illustrator. She illustrates titles for both adults and children
and takes part in comic book projects. She lives in Istanbul.
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WALKING SYCAMORE

Walking Sycamore is a story that emphasizes the importance of preserving trees and the nature. The protagonists of this
story, written by the writer Simlâ Sunay beloved for her books for both children and adults, are the historical sycamore tree
of the Walking Mansion and children.

New

Written by Simla Sunay
Illustrated by Huban Korman
Age: 4+
Page: 36
Size: 22 x 25,5 cm

•

A solidarity story with the protagonists
trees and children
Illustrated by ALMA candidate artist

Atatürk has a mansion built next to a great sycamore tree, which he saw on the beach and was very
impressed with. But after a while, the branches of
the sycamore tree begin to damage the roof of the
mansion and the gardener asks Atatürk for permission to cut the branches. When Atatürk asks for the
mansion to be moved instead of cutting off branches,
the mansion is made to take eight child steps on the
tram tracks brought from Istanbul.
The Walking Sycamore takes its inspiration from this
famous sycamore tree of the Walking Mansion. How
angry was the sycamore one day! He pulled his roots
out of the ground, walked throwing his leaves around.
Where are you going, sycamore? Didn’t Atatürk have
the huge mansion moved from your side so that your
branches would not be damaged?..
Finding its place on the shelves with the colorful illustrations of the award-winning artist Huban Korman,
Simla Sunay was born in Istanbul in 1976. Her first children’s book Güneşten Sarı Baldan
Tatlı was published in 2006, which was followed by four other titles. She wrote children’s
book reviews in two different journals from 2007 to 2016. Sunay wrote articles and
stories, and designed covers for various different publishers. After 2013, her two story
books for adults were published. Sunay lives in Istanbul works as a freelance architect and
teaches workshops to children about art and architecture.
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Theme: nature, trees, solidarity

Huban Korman is a graduate of Mimar Sinan University, Department of Graphics. She
worked as an art director and creative director in multinational advertising agencies for
more than thirty years. And in these timeless times, she has always made time to illustrate
a book or two. She has received awards in this area. Her fondness and curiosity for
children’s books are independent of her motherhood. We can call this situation a picture
book addiction. She collects picture books wherever she goes. She designs for different
publishing houses. She is the creator of many book covers. She has illustrated countless
children’s books.
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PINA

•
•
•

New title from internationally successful
author and illustrator
Impressive technique, combining
illustrations with models
Emphasizing the courage to do things
we’re afraid of

Pina is so happy in his house. His warm home is
full of peace. And outside? That’s where Pina gets
a little bit scared. Maybe for him, to discover the
beauties outside, a moon strawberry or a bird
plum is needed...
Loved for her books which she writes and
illustrates herself, Elif Yemenici uses a different
technique to tell her story this time, combining
her illustrations with the models she has created.
Depicting the anxiety, courage, and joy of Pina,
who is afraid to leave his house, this illustrated
story is also a visual feast.

PICTURE BOOKS

Theme: anxiety, courage, sense of security,
fears
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New

Written and Illustrated by
Elif Yemenici
Age: 3+
Pages: 60
Size: 22 x 25 cm

Rights Sold: English
Elif Yemenici studied in Eskişehir Fine Arts High School, then in Anadolu University
Fine Arts Faculty, Press Making Department and Communication Faculty Cinema and
Television Department. She participated in exhibitions, illustrated books, and also did
illustrations for magazines and newspapers both in Turkey and abroad. She currently
continues to illustrate books and carries out her studies in the fields of digital arts and
sculpturing in her studio in İstanbul.
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HEALING THE STARS

•
•
•

Detailed illustrations from a bestseller
author
Set in a real village in southeastern
Turkey
Perfect bedtime story for stubborn
children

In a small town, the villagers always see a stork
sitting on top of a minaret. “Cemşit the Stubborn”
they call it, as it never leaves this site. One night
when Cemşit is getting ready to sleep, he hears
that a girl keeps jumping up and down. Holding
a little lamb in her arm and a jar in her pocket,
she is trying to reach the stars. Cemşit decides
to help her and so they start their journeys up to
the starry night sky. The little girl collects lost or
hurt stars in her jar and treats to them back in her
room. Detailed illustrations by a talented young
artist invites readers to an adventure among
bright stars.

PICTURE BOOKS

Theme: stars, traveling, stubbornness,
friendship
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Written and Illustrated by Elif Yemenici
Age: 3+
Pages: 28
Size: 22,5 x 24 cm

Rights Sold: Italian
Elif Yemenici studied in Eskişehir Fine Arts High School, then in Anadolu University
Fine Arts Faculty, Press Making Department and Communication Faculty Cinema and
Television Department. She participated in exhibitions, illustrated books, and also did
illustrations for magazines and newspapers both in Turkey and abroad. She currently
continues to illustrate books and carries out her studies in the fields of digital arts and
sculpturing in her studio in İstanbul.
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OOPS, WHAT HAVE I BECOME!

Written and Illustrated by Elif Yemenici
Age: 3+
Pages: 32
Size: 24 x 24 cm

Stunning illustrations with details
Emotional story told in a humorous style

A little girl wakes up and leaves home to start
working on the garden. Her family has lush lemon
trees and it is time to pick the lemons. As the little girl doesn’t want to work, she starts dreaming
upon seeing a bird flying happily over the trees.
She dreams of being a bird and flying to different
countries in the world, and then being a snail and
carrying her home on her back. Set in an Aegean
village, detailed illustrations will brighten you up
just like a glass of cold lemonade on a hot summer
day.

Rights Sold: Macedonian, Italian,
Portuguese (Territory: Brazil)
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Theme: being yourself, chores, friendship

Elif Yemenici studied in Eskişehir Fine Arts High School, then in Anadolu University
Fine Arts Faculty, Press Making Department and Communication Faculty Cinema and
Television Department. She participated in exhibitions, illustrated books, and also did
illustrations for magazines and newspapers both in Turkey and abroad. She currently
continues to illustrate books and carries out her studies in the fields of digital arts and
sculpturing in her studio in İstanbul.
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OOPS, MY HEART IS BROKEN!

Written and Illustrated by Elif Yemenici
Age: 3+
Pages: 32
Size: 24 x 24 cm

PICTURE BOOKS

•
•
•

Bestselling picture book of 2016
Award-winning title
Detailed and captivating illustrations

This is the story of a little heartbroken girl. She
tries to find ways to cheer herself up by feeding
the cats, drinking a cup of hot milk and trying to
talk to the fishes in the lake but she discovers that
it is so hard to mend one’s heart. Only one thing
can mend her hearth and what could that be?
The story is set in an Aegean village, which can
be seen from the rich illustrations. This funny and
touching story is the debut of a successful illustrator.

Rights Sold: Spanish, Catalan, Korean,
Simplified Chinese, Macedonian, Italian,
Portuguese (Territory: Brazil)

“A true masterpiece. (...) In this book, text and illustrations goes hand-in-hand and enriches the story.”
(Ayfer Gürdal Ünal, from newspaper Dünya Kitap)
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Theme: broken hearts, sharing, problem-solving

60,000 copies sold in Turkey!
Elif Yemenici studied in Eskişehir Fine Arts High School, then at Anadolu University
Fine Arts Faculty, Press Making Department and Communication Faculty Cinema and
Television Department. She participated in exhibitions, illustrated books, and also did
illustrations for magazines and newspapers both in Turkey and abroad. She currently
continues to illustrate books and carries out her studies in the fields of digital arts and
sculpturing in her studio in İstanbul.
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THE ITCHY MOUNTAIN

Written by Simlâ Sunay
Illustrated by Burcu Yılmaz
Age: 5+
Pages: 40
Size: 22 x 22 cm

24

•
•
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•

A powerful story on human-nature
relationship
Emphasizing the consequences of harming
nature
Impressive, influential and artistic
illustrations

Does a mountain ever speak? Well then, does
it ever itch? If miners and masons ruin its skin,
and constructors pour asphalt on its back, then a
mountain both talks and itches. And the village folk
scratches the mountain, and they even cut down the
trees to scratch it more. In return the mountain first
vomits, then gets cold and sick and finally it stands
silent. A wise mountain ranger who visits the village
will find out why the mountain is silent. And mountain
has a request from the sea too...
The Itchy Mountain, written by an experienced author
Simlâ Sunay and illustrated by Burcu Yılmaz, narrates
the story of the people living in a village by the sea and
the mountain that suffered from humans. The story
puts emphasis on the human-nature relationship and
the consequences of this relationship.
Simla Sunay was born in Istanbul in 1976. Following the publication of her first children’s
book, Güneşten Sarı Baldan Tatlı in 2006, she continued her career as a children’s book
author with four other titles: The Itchy Mountain, The Walking Sycamore, The Shadows
of Kafrika, The Happiness of Blue. She wrote children’s book reviews for two journals
from 2007 to 2017. Sunay has also contributed to various publishings with her articles
and short stories. She has published two short story collections for adults after 2013
(The Innergarden, Complaint of the Comma). Since 2019, she has been one of the editors
of “Taş-Kağıt-Makas,” the children and youth literature section of daily Cumhuriyet’s
book supplementary. Sunay also works as a freelance architect and gives workshops for
children on art and architecture .
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Theme: nature, environment

Burcu Yılmaz was born in Istanbul in 1986. She graduated from Anadolu University’s
Department of Communication Design. She also studied at Nâzım Hikmet Academy’s
Department of Literature and Istanbul University’s Department of Italian Language
and Literature. She has showcased her works at Ege University’s Museum of Painters
and Books of Children’s World, as well as 50th Bratislava Illustration Biennial and 2018
Frankfurt Book Fair. In addition to illustrating children’s books, she is the editor of the
Sözcükler journal and “Taş-Kağıt-Makas,” the children and youth literature section of
daily Cumhuriyet’s book supplementary. Yılmaz also works as a freelance translator.
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Aydın Doğan
National
Children’s Books
Illustration
Success Award
2020

Written by Büşra Tarçalır Erol
Illustrated by Uğur Altun
Age: 5+
Pages: 32
Size: 22 x 22 cm
Theme: bullying, social relations, feeling
oneself powerful, friendship
•
•
•

A powerful story by a specialist clinical
psychologist and children’s book author
Striking illustrations from an awardwinning illustrator
Selected Artist - Sharjah Exhibition for
Children’s Book Illustrations 2018

Bully Fish liked to make fun of others because it
made him feel powerful. One day, he came across
a huge cat with orange eyes on a fishing boat. This
new friend of Bully Fish was going to change his
life in the sea dramatically by getting him to think
about power and loneliness…

PICTURE BOOKS
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BULLY FISH

Specialist clinical psychologist and children’s book
author Büşra Tarçalır Erol is helping us think about
bullying. As the book examines the relationship
between bullying and the desire to be powerful
through the story of a fish, who bullies everyone
around him, the awarded illustrations by Uğur
Altun add a unique richness to the story.
Büşra Tarçalır Erol is a specialist clinical psychologist and children’s book author. After
getting her bachelor’s degree from the Department of Psychology at Istanbul Bilgi
University, she specialized in clinical psychology, authoring a thesis titled “Bullying in
Schools” at the Department of Clinical Psychology of Bahçeşehir University. She is still
working as a therapist at a clinic, offering individual sessions for both children and adults
and parenting consultation. In 2017, she founded Minty Kitap. She especially enjoys
having readings/story narration ateliers for children at schools, libraries, and bookstores.
She believes that she can domesticate her soul by reading as many children’s books as
she can. The author lives in Istanbul with her spouse, outstandingly beautiful two cats
and her baby.

Uğur Altun was born in Rize in 1987. He graduated from the department of graphic design
at Bilkent University with merit-scholarship in 2012. Since 2013, he received distinction
awards and honorable mentions by GMK (Turkish Graphic Designers Association), Taiwan
International Graphic Design Awards, Sharjah Children’s Books Illustrations Exhibition.
Editorial Illustrations he illustrated for Sabitfikir magazine received bronze award by Silk
Road Spirit Biennial in China. Lately, his first illustrated picture book called Mıstık, seni
anlamıyoruz! Noktalama İşaretlerinin Öyküsü gained a distinction award by Nami Island
Picture Book Illustration Concurs 2017. He is still working on illustration and graphic
design projects in his atelier in İzmir.
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WHO WILL COLLECT THE APPLES?

Theme: sharing, animals, finding solutions
•
•
•

Written by famous award-winning
authors
A silent book with humorous details
Bright comic-style illustrations

Mavisel Yener is one of the most renowned
contemporary Turkish authors who has
written over one hundred children’s,
young adult and adult books. Her short
stories, fairy tales and poems appear
in school textbooks. She has won many
acclaimed awards. Most recently she has
been honored by being nominated for
2018 Hans Christian Andersen Award.
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In the forest there is an apple tree and all the
animals are drawn to its juicy apples. But how can
they collect them? Along the story, we see how
nine different animals makes plans to pick these
apples. They come up with different plans, but fail
in funny ways. They make new plans thinking they
will succeed this time, only to discover that the
apples have already been collected by someone
else! A humorous wordless picture book about
sharing.

Aytül Akal has more than 150 books for
children and young adults published in
Turkey and over fifty books published
abroad. She has been nominated to
represent Turkey for the International
ALMA Award three times. She won
several prizes for her books and devotion
to children books.
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Written by Aytül Akal and Mavisel Yener
Illustrated by Ece Zeber
Age: 4+
Pages: 40
Size: 24 x 24 cm

Ece Zeber was born in 1988. She grew up in Balıkesir, Turkey. She graduated from Balıkesir
K.K.Gürel Güzel Sanatlar High School. Then she studied in Anadolu University Animation
Department. Zeber worked in two different animation studios (Resimlifilm, Zahiri) as an
animator, consept designer, character and background designer. Now she is working
freelance for editorial and book illustrations.
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STORIES FROM LEYLA FONTAINE

ANGRY SPIDER

STUBBORN PORCUPINE

UNHAPPY CAT

•
•
•

PICTURE BOOKS

Theme: character traits, animals, friendship
Bestseller picture book series
Award-winning author and illustrator
Character traits presented in humorous
stories

Leyla Fontaine is the great-granddaughter of
famous Jean de La Fontaine, author of numerous
fables. Leyla Fontaine lives with nine quirky
animals.
In this series of nine books, each story shows
negative character traits of animals such as
stubbornness, laziness, anxiety etc. Thus, children
with the same problems can empathize with these
animals.

KNOW-IT-ALL MOUSE

COWARD BIRD

JEALOUS FROG

LAZY FISH

SHY DOG

IMPATIENT MOSQUITO

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese, Spanish,
Catalan, Polish, Portuguese, Ukrainian
(Territory: Brazil), Russian
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Written by Tülin Kozikoğlu
Illustrated by Sedat Girgin
Age: 3+
Pages: 28
Size: 24 x 22 cm

300,000 copies sold in Turkey!

56

57

Tülin Kozikoğlu graduated from Istanbul’s Bosphorus University with a degree in
Psychology, she obtained her Masters Degree in Business Administration from Duquesne
University in Pittsburgh, PA. She began writing stories for children after becoming a
mother in 2001. In 2006, she finished a certificate program at Bilgi University in Istanbul
on writing stories for children. In 2010, one of these books (I Looove Animals! Veli ) she
wrote received the Jury Special Award in the Best Picture Book of the Year category
from the Turkish IBBY. Along with writing books, Kozikoğlu teaches creative writing to
elementary school children and trains teachers to teach creative writing to kids.
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“A well-written series by
Tülin Kozikoğlu, who continues to present a new perspective to children with her
unique stories and by Sedat
Girgin, who has a distinct
style.”
(Ezgi Berk, from newspaper
Agos)

PICTURE BOOKS

“I except that this series, which has all the elements
needed to build the relation between children and books,
will be nominated to the picture book of the year award.
Looking at the illustrations and powerful stories, it won’t
be surprising to see them being translated into other
languages.”
(Mavisel Yener, from newspaper Cumhuriyet Kitap)

PICTURE BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

STORIES FROM LEYLA FONTAINE

Sedat Girgin graduated from Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University, Department of Industrial
Design. He has illustrated more than 80 books for many publishing houses. In 2007,
the book he illustrated, Karıncanın Kardeşi (Ant’s Brother), received the third prize at
Tudem’s Book-Making Competition and translated into German. He has been making
the cover illustrations of The Guide Istanbul since 2014. His distinctive children’s books
illustrations have been selected and exhibited at The Biennial of Illustration Bratislava
(BIB) and İzmir Ege University. He has participated in many national and international
collaborative exhibitions, organized workshops, attended seminars and been invited to
the selection committees. Sedat now lives and works in Istanbul.
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THE HEDGEHOG AND THE EXHIBIT

•
•
•

Colorful and detailed illustrations
Ending with a twist
Perfect for children beginning school

In a class set amidst a beautiful forest the teacher
gives an assignment to her students, they need to
practice writing the letter A. But a young porcupine is worried about what to do, because he injured his forefeet and cannot hold a pencil. In this
story readers will see how this porcupine comes
up with the most creative solutions and uses different techniques to create a masterpiece.

Rights Sold: English, Spanish (Territory:
World), Catalan, Simplified Chinese, Complex
Chinese, Korean, Macedonian, Italian,
Portuguese (Territory: Brazil),

Özge Bahar Sunar was born in Sakarya in 1981. She graduated from Dokuz Eylül University
Computer Teaching Department in 2004. In 2011, Özge completed her master’s degree in
Yıldız Technical University, Department of Educational Administration and Supervision.
After teaching for twelve years at National Ministry of Education, Özge has resigned to
write children’s books that she had dreamed of for years. She lives in Antalya with her
husband and two children.
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Theme: imagination, problem-solving, creativity

PICTURE BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Written by Özge Bahar Sunar
Illustrated by Ceyhun Şen
Age: 3+
Pages: 32
Size: 24 x 24 cm

Ceyhun Şen was born in 1986 in Bursa He graduated from the department of painting from
Çanakkale Onsekiz Mart University, Fine Arts Faculty in 2009. He also started designing
characters and backgrounds for different animation projects that same year. He worked
as an art director in the magazine, TRT Çocuk. Since 2009, he worked as an illustrator
various in children’s books and magazines published in different countries. He continues
working as a freelancer with his wife who is also an illustrator. He is a perfect cook.
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DANCING WITH THE RAIN

Written by Özge Bahar Sunar
Illustrated by Uğur Altun
Age: 5+
Pages: 32
Size: 21,5 x 28 cm

•
•

PICTURE BOOKS

Theme: empathy, nature, disabilities, feelings
A story that builds empathy with a
hearing-impaired girl
Charming illustrations from an
award-winning young illustrator

On a lovely sunny day, parks are filled with people
enjoying the weather. All of a sudden, it starts to
pour down and everybody hides away, disturbed
by the sudden rain. Then there is a crack of thunder and we see the Rain, who is upset that people are so annoyed by his presence. He vows that
he will not rain anymore and stays on the ground.
From that day on lakes dry out, green pastures
turn yellow, and people are exhausted from the
heat. The Rain is determined that he will not rain
again, until he meets a little girl...
A touching tale about a magical character and a
hearing-impaired little girl who loves dancing to
the sound of rain drops.

PICTURE BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Aydın Doğan
National
Children’s Books
Illustration
Success Award
2021

2021 IBBY
Collection of
Books for Young
People with
Disabilities

Rights Sold: French
Özge Bahar Sunar was born in Sakarya in 1981. She graduated from Dokuz Eylül University
Computer Teaching Department in 2004. In 2011, Özge completed her master’s degree in
Yıldız Technical University, Department of Educational Administration and Supervision.
After teaching for twelve years at National Ministry of Education, Özge has resigned to
write children’s books that she had dreamed of for years. She lives in Antalya with her
husband and two children.
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Uğur Altun was born in Rize in 1987. He graduated from the department of graphic design
at Bilkent Universirty with merit-scholarship in 2012. Since 2013, he received distinction
awards and honorable mentions by GMK (Turkish Graphic Designers Association), Taiwan
International Graphic Design Awards, Sharjah Children’s Books Illustrations Exhibition.
Editorial Illustrations he illustrated for Sabitfikir magazine received bronze award by Silk
Road Spirit Biennial in China. Lately, his first illustrated picture book called Mıstık, seni
anlamıyoruz! Noktalama İşaretlerinin Öyküsü gained a distinction award by Nami Island
Picture Book Illustration Concurs 2017. He is still working on illustration and graphic
design projects in his atelier in İzmir.
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MASTER OF BICYCLES

•
•
•

Admirable illustrations by a Polish artist
Poetic story with an offbeat theme
Learning the skill of riding a bicycle

Minti finally has the bicycle he has been dreaming
of for ages, but there is one problem: he doesn’t
know how to ride it. Minti will visit three bicycle
masters in the village, each has a different method
of teaching. Minti will explore how to ride a bicycle
as he and his two friends visit these bizarre
masters. A philosophical tale about learning
something new with effort and the help of others.

Özge Bahar Sunar was born in Sakarya in 1981. She graduated from Dokuz Eylül University
Computer Teaching Department in 2004. In 2011, Özge completed her master’s degree in
Yıldız Technical University, Department of Educational Administration and Supervision.
After teaching for twelve years at National Ministry of Education, Özge has resigned to
write children’s books that she had dreamed of for years. She lives in Antalya with her
husband and two children.
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Theme: being patient, recycling, bicycles, hard
work

PICTURE BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Written by Özge Bahar Sunar
Illustrated by Aleksandra Fabia
Age: 5+
Pages: 32
Size: 24 x 24 cm

Aleksandra Fabia is a freelance illustrator based in Istanbul. She has graduated from
Polish Philology and Publishing Studies at the Jagiellonian University, Cracow. Aleksandra
is fond of children’s books; in her works often inspired by literature. She is interested in
typography, design and paper craft. Truly in love with ink, paper scraps and cut-outs.
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MY BOOK OF ZERO WASTE

•
•

Teaching children how to reduce waste
by three steps: reduce, recycle, reuse
Non-fiction theme explained with a fun
story in a simple way

It’s the first day of school. A little boy named Deniz
is surprised by the actions of the girl sitting next
to him. She drinks from a glass water bottle and
half of her notebook is already filled up! As their
teacher wants them to paint a picture of what they
did last summer, this girl starts telling them how
their life has changed after she visited the landfill
in her town and decided to reduce their waste.
Surprised by how much waste is thrown everyday,
the class changes what they throw into the
trash can every day and the result is miraculous!
Through this sweet story, readers will have the
chance to see which simple actions they could take
in order to avoid filling trash cans and have an idea
about how to recycle, reuse and share.

Rights Sold: Portuguese (Territory: Brazil),
Simplified Chinese, Korean, Greek, Russian,
Romanian
Sima Özkan was born in 1988. She has graduated from the department of American
Culture and Literature and also Theatre Criticism and Dramaturgy, İstanbul University.
She then did her master’s degree in Bilgi University, Comparative Literature. She worked
as a translator and editor of children’s books in various publishing houses. During her
career as an English teacher in kindergarten, her days passed by reading books to children
and creating new projects with them. She is the author of five picture books.
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Theme: zero waste, recycle, pollution,
environment

PICTURE BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Written by Sima Özkan
Illustrated by Zeynep Özatalay
Age: 5+
Pages: 32
Size: 20 x 20 cm

Zeynep Özatalay was born in 1978 in Kanlıca. She has always been fond of drawing and
painting. She has graduated from Anadolu University Department of Graphic Design. She
worked in advertising agencies as graphic designer and illustrator. Since 2005 she has
been working freelance as an illustrator. She illustrates titles for both adults and children
and takes part in comic book projects. She lives in Istanbul.
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SOSO’S BOOK OF COMPOST

•
•
•

Learning to compost in a simple way
Fun characters with vibrant illustrations
The first step into meeting how to recycle

Composting can be quite a fun activity for toddlers who love to play with mud and clay. In this
story we meet a little worm named Soso who is
living in a compost bin. Soso tells readers how to
compost, explaining what kind of foods and items
decompose. Children will also meet the concept of
recycling and ecology while they are learning to
compost.

Rights Sold: Italian, Simplified Chinese,
Korean

Sima Özkan, was born in 1988. She has graduated from the department of American
Culture and Literature and also Theatre Criticism and Dramaturgy, İstanbul University.
She then did her master’s degree in Bilgi University, Comparative Literature. She worked
as a translator and editor of children’s books in various publishing houses. During her
career as an English teacher in kindergarten, her days passed by reading books to children
and creating new projects with them. She is the author of five picture books.
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Theme: ecology, composting, nature
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PICTURE BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Written by Sima Özkan
Illustrated by Orhan Ata
Age: 3+
Pages: 32
Size: 27 x 23 cm

Orhan Ata was born in 1989. He has graduated from the department of Graphic Design
from Marmara University Fine Arts Faculty. While working as a graphic designer in various
companies and agencies, he also continued his childhood ambition, which is illustrating.
His professional career as an illustrator started with a project called “The Wanderlust
Storybook” organized by Builtvisible London Agency. He now works as a designer in a
tourism company and continues illustrating children’s books.
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...sağ sayfada başını dışarı uzatınca ne görsün! Midesi
guruldayan saksağan kendisini bekliyor! Solucan gerisingeri
sol sayfaya dönmüş tabii ki. İşte tam o sırada...

Showing directions in a fun story
Interactive story
A short game at the end of the book

Knowing which way is right and which one is left
can be confusing for little children. In this title, we
journey in a forest with animals and learn directions. This is an interactive book, as the author
directly addresses the readers and asks them to
point to some elements on the right or left page.
By the end of the story, the author challenges
readers and asks them to complete some tasks
such as giving a kiss to the right page while touching their right elbow on the left page. All these elements are presented in a sweet story, taking place
in a forest with birds, a bear, squirrel, and a fox.

İşte başlıyoruz. Bak, bak!
Sol sayfadan uçan kuşlar...

...sağ sayfadaki ağacın
dallarına konmuş.
Güneş sağ sayfada mı,
yoksa sol sayfada mı?
Peki ya sincap?

PICTURE BOOKS

•
•
•
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Theme: directions, right, left, animals

Rights Sold: English, Complex Chinese,
Spanish, Portuguese (Territory: Brazil),
Catalan, Italian
For as long as Şiirsel Taş can remember she has been fascinated with every bit of nature.
Love of biology ended up with becoming a physician. Then she started translating medical
and scientific books as well as becoming interested in children’s literature. Börtü Böcek
Güncesi (Creepy Crawly Diary) is inspired by her enthusiasm for insects. Her stories are
mostly based on urban nature or natural landscapes. She lives with her daughter in a
district of Istanbul with lots of stray cats and many many seagulls.
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Written by Şiirsel Taş
Illustrated by Gökçe Akgül
Age: 3+
Pages: 36
Size: 20 x 20 cm

a

LEFT OR RIGHT?

Gökçe Akgül is an illustrator with glasses and chubby cheeks, he lives and produces in
İstanbul. He is graduated from MSGSÜ painting department in 2005. He is focused on
children’s literature, comics and animation. He believes in kids and future. He consumes
and produces constantly. For more information about his books, comic books, animations
and other projects please visit www.behance.net/gokceakgul
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BEING A FOREST

Written by Şiirsel Taş
Illustrated by Akın Düzakın
Age: 5+
Pages: 44
Size: 20 x 22,5 cm

•
•

PICTURE BOOKS

Theme: nature, oaktree, animal, forest
Lyrical story of growing and cycles of nature
Fascinating illustrations by worldwide known
artist Akın Düzakın

“I found a handful of soil in the middle of the city. I took
off my sandals and put my bare feet on the ground
opening my toes widely. Before I know it, I took root
like a tree.”
This lyrical story begins with a child turning into a oak
tree. It may be a dream or an absolute reality. The
oak tree starts its life all alone in a city, then grows
into a forest as the seasons pass. It becomes friends
with many animals, butterfly ilex hairstreak, squirrels,
dryomys, jays, insects and endures difficulties.
One of the most appreciated Turkish authors Şiirsel
Taş emphasizes that it only takes a seed to sprawl for
everyone and in any condition, and tells a story about
growing and the cycles of nature. Worldwide known
illustrator Akın Düzakın beautifully illustrates this
picturesque story with his unique style.

PICTURE BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Aydın Doğan
National
Children’s Books
Illustration
Success Award
2021

Rights Sold: Estonian
For as long as Şiirsel Taş can remember she has been fascinated with every bit of nature.
Love of biology ended up with becoming a physician. Then she started translating medical
and scientific books as well as becoming interested in children’s literature. Börtü Böcek
Güncesi (Creepy Crawly Diary) is inspired by her enthusiasm for insects. Her stories are
mostly based on urban nature or natural landscapes. She lives with her daughter in a
district of Istanbul with lots of stray cats and many many seagulls.
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Akın Duzakın was born in Gaziantep, Turkey in 1961. After he graduated from department
of Industrial Design at Middle East Technical University he moved to Norway in 1987.
He has been living in Norway since then. He has studied graphic design and illustration
at the Royal College of Art in Oslo. Since graduation in 1994 he has worked mostly as
freelance illustrator and illustrated several books and picture books, mostly for children
and youngsters. He has received several awards national wise and honorable mentions
twice by Bologna Children’s Book fair. He has currently illustrated 46 picture books.
He has written the text of three of them. Several of his books are translated to totally
20 languages. He loves work with picture book as a unique genre and he is very much
interested in its ability to engage not only the small ones but also the whole family.
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Theme: books, writing, letters, numbers,
reading
•
•
•

PICTURE BOOKS

Aydın Doğan
National
Children’s Books
Illustration
Success Award
2020

Written by Sezin Mavioğlu
Illustrated by Gökçe İrten
Age: 4+
Pages: 40
Size: 21 x 25,5 cm

Delightful story about books and reading
Beautiful collage illustrations by a
talented artist
Introducing letters, punctuation marks
and numbers

This story is about an ant who lives in books. One
day when the ant and his family is visiting a house
in search of food, our hero runs away from the
vacuum and finds itself in a bookcase. There the
ant dives into the world of books. It meets letters
and figures out how to write. It sees numbers and
punctuation marks. The ant learns that there are
tons of stories to read and new worlds to explore.
The adventure of this little ant will become an
interesting introduction of reading and writing for
little children.

PICTURE BOOKS
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PICTURE BOOKS

THE ANT IN THE BOOK

Rights Sold: Korean
Sezin Mavioğlu has graduated from the Department of Turkish Language and Literature
at İstanbul University in 1999. After completing her internship at Galatasaray High School
she started teaching literature at ENKA High School, where she still works. She stepped
into the world of literature with her story titled “Bir Göl Kıyısı Hikayesi” (A Lakeside
Story). As she narrates the “heavenly garden” of her childhood in her story, she decided
to turn back to that childhood’s garden and started to tell stories for kids. Some of her
stories were also published in an e-journal “Hayalet” (Ghost). She has two children, Kartal
and Kumru.
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Gökçe İrten, born in 1990, visual designer and illustrator, received her BFA with honors
from Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University and MA in Visual Arts and Communication Design
from Sabanci University. She researched her thesis on design principles of a children’s
picture book. She attended Children’s Book Illustration classes in University of Arts
London. Gökçe currently lives and works in Istanbul.
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THE FISH IN THE HAT

PICTURE BOOKS

Written by Melek Özlem Sezer
Illustrated by Deniz Üçbaşaran
Age: 5+
Pages: 36
Size: 22 x 28 cm
Theme: preserving nature, living together,
family
•
•
•

PICTURE BOOKS
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IBBY
HONOUR
LIST

An experienced author and illustrator
Poetic story with fascinating illustrations
Preserving nature and respecting the
lives of animals

On a hot summer day a crowded family is having
picnic on the seaside. Suddenly, a strong gust
of wind throws granddad’s hat into the sea. The
father quickly dives in and when he comes out
they see a bright red fish wiggling in the hat.
Not knowing what to do, they put the fish in a
tiny bowl and bring it back home. That night the
family is awakened by the sounds of the sea. As
the fish longs to turn back to the sea, each night
the house is taken aback by a different surprise.
First it is covered in seaweed, and then flooded by
seawater. A poetic tale with beautiful illustrations
about how we should respect nature as it is.

PICTURE BOOKS

2020

Rights Sold: French
Melek Özlem Sezer is a Turkish poet, screenwriter and author of children’s books. She
received five notable prizes given in Turkey for her poems as well as for research in
folklore and for one of her screenplays. Her works are mainly characterized by narrating
social issues in a joyful, playful and lyrical style. Thus her stories and poems for children
appeal to kids and adults alike. Moreover, they enhance critical thinking skills as well as the
ability to analyze different aspects of life and to promote individual freedom. Recurring
themes include universal virtues, prejudices, relationships between children and adults.
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Deniz Üçbaşaran, graduated from Marmara University, Faculty of Fine Arts, Graphics
Department. During her education she started to create postcards and sell them. Heaps of
time she worked in advertisement sector, in Istanbul and Izmir, as an art director. The first
children’s book she illustrated has been published in 2003. Deniz Üçbaşaran has dozens of
children’s book published from several publishing houses. Presently she is living in Izmir,
working as a freelance illustrator. Piraye’nin Bir Günü which is illustrated by her, was
selected as the Best Illustrated Story Book of 2014, by Publications for Children and Youth
Association. She was selected for 2016 IBBY Honour List.
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IF I KNEW HOW TO DRAW

•
•
•

Experienced author
Detailed black and white illustrations
A different approach to art and creativity

Sera visits her aunt at her studio and they start
drawing. Sera thinks that she doesn’t know how
to draw a bird or a rabbit. She fills the papers with
birds from the letter M and rabbits by using the
number 62. Is there a single correct way to draw
something? Could a drawing of a bird look like
something completely different than a bird?
All through the day Sera spends at her aunt’s
studio, the readers think about art and authenticity,
and how an artist’s perspective changes their
expression. In this story, we journey around
the concept of creativity. Detailed illustrations
carry elements from the paintings of the famous
surrealist artist René Magritte, who is well known
for challenging the perception of reality.

Simla Sunay was born in Istanbul in 1976. Her first children’s book Güneşten Sarı Baldan
Tatlı was published in 2006, which was followed by four other titles. She wrote children’s
book reviews in two different journals from 2007 to 2016. Sunay wrote articles and
stories, and designed covers for various different publishers. After 2013, her two story
books for adults were published. Sunay lives in Istanbul works as a freelance architect and
teaches workshops to children about art and architecture.
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Theme: art, drawing, inspiration, authenticity
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PICTURE BOOKS

Written by Simlâ Sunay
Illustrated by Zeycan Alkış
Age: 5+
Page: 40
Size: 21 x 29 cm

Zeycan Alkış was born in Ankara in 1966. She has graduated Mimar Sinan University
Faculty of Textile in 1986. She lives in Istanbul and works on illustrations, engraving and
contributes to Mimar Sinan University Faculty of Photography.
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MELODY STAIRS

•
•

Teaching music notes to kids step by step
An entertaining song, readers can access
through QR codes located on pages

An inexperienced shepherd needs help. He wants to
communicate with his sheep through music, but due
to his lack of knowledge about music notes, he can’t
play his pipe properly. Luckily, a cicada who knows
music notes very well recognizes him. With cicada’s
help, the shepherd learns all music notes and begins
to play his pipe successfully. Readers can listen to
the shepherd’s learning process of playing his pipe
through QR codes located on pages.

Ece Zeber learned drawing from her father. During her early childhood days, she always
drew, read, and watched cartoons. She graduated from the Department of Cartoon and
Animation at Anadolu University. She lives in Eskişehir with her husband. She still goes on
reading and illustrating books and dreaming.
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EARLY READER

Theme: Music, musical notes, animals, teaching

EARLY READER

EARLY READER

EARLY READER

New

Written by Ece Zeber & Özlem Yurteri Gürevin
Illustrated by Ece Zeber
Music by Özlem Yurteri Gürevin
Age: 6+
Page: 40
Size: 24,5 x 20 cm

Özlem Yurteri Gürevin began to play songs with a small keyboard she received as a gift
when she was a little kid. She graduated from the Department of Music Teaching at Uludağ
University. She works as a music teacher in Istanbul and lives with her husband. She loves
taking photographs, reading, and trekking.
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Written and Illustrated by Emre Şimşek
Age: 6+
Pages: 36
Size: 24.5 x 27.5 cm

Written and Illustrated by Emre Şimşek
Age: 6+
Pages: 36
Size: 24.5 x 27.5 cm

Theme: technology, social media,
communication, problem solving

Theme: love, hope, sharing, problem solving

•
•
•

Bright and vivid watercolor illustrations
Ideal for children who have started to read
on their own
Debut by a successful illustrator

Take your seats, let the journey back to Pibalu
Planet begin! Things are getting complicated on
Planet Pibalu, which is a few millennia ahead of
Earth. When Eray’s friend Pırıltı asks him for help,
Eray goes back to the planet and faces three
different problems. Will Eray be able to help the
planet dwellers solve these problems?

Return to Planet Pibalu, a sequel to the beloved book
Journey to Planet Pibalu by award-winning author
Emre Şimşek, offers readers an adventurous story
that focuses on themes such as screen addiction,
patience and communication.

•
•
•

Bright and vivid watercolor illustrations
Ideal for children who have started to
read on their own
Debut by a successful illustrator

A young boy wakes up every day and helps his
granddad to deliver milk around the village. One
day they enter a mysterious cave. As they are
trying to catch their dog, they are forced to jump
inside a tunnel and their adventure begins! All of
a sudden they find themselves in a planet called
Pibalu. This is a futuristic land with advanced
technology. Here, they visit three people and
complete three missions. First, they meet a pianist
who has a broken piano and no matter what he
does, he cannot fix it. Then they meet the King of
the fishermen. And lasty, they go to a funfair and
meet a sad little girl who has no friends. Let’s see
how our heroes will solve these problems…

EARLY READER

EARLY READER

New

JOURNEY TO PLANET PIBALU

EARLY READER

RETURN TO PLANET PİBALU

Emre Şimşek was born in Tokat in 1986. After completing the primary and secondary
education in Tokat, he graduated from Turkish Teaching Department of Ereğli Faculty of
Education at Zonguldak Karaelmas University in 2009. His first duty as a teacher was in
Sason, Batman. After working there about six months, he was assigned to Çatalca, Istanbul.
He still works as a Turkish Teacher in Çatalca Çanakça Secondary School. Journey to
Planet Pibalu is the first book of the writer. He goes on the stage as an amateur and he is
also interested in photography.
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MY SEED HAT

Written by Sima Özkan
Illustrated by Kübra Teber
Age: 7+
Pages: 46
Size: 22 x 25.5 cm

Aydın Doğan
National
Children’s Books
Illustration
Success Award
2021

•

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Introducing seeds by simply explaining how
fruits and vegetables grow
Instructive book about healthy and
seasonal eating

A young girl Güneş has a seed-spreading hat. As her
hat floats in the sky, the seeds fall on the ground one
by one, then they take root and grow.
Güneş tells us what they look like and how they turn
into fruits and vegetables.
My Seed Hat introduces seeds to the readers, by
simply explaining how fruits and vegetables we love
to eat grow. The book is divided into four seasons,
one fruit and one vegetable selected for each month,
and the story of each produce’s journey from the
seed to our table is offered. Illustrations by Kübra
Teber depict the admirable cycle of nature in colorful
details. My Seed Hat will encourage you to reflect on
topics such as healthy and seasonal eating, balance of
nature and consumption habits and thanks to simple
recipes from Güneş, the owner of the seed-spreading
hat, you will be able to add more color to your table.

Sima Özkan was born in 1988. She has graduated from the department of American
Culture and Literature and also Theatre Criticism and Dramaturgy, İstanbul University.
She then did her master’s degree in Bilgi University, Comparative Literature. She worked
as a translator and editor of children’s books in various publishing houses. During her
career as an English teacher in kindergarten, her days passed by reading books to children
and creating new projects with them. She is the author of five picture books.
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Theme: seeds, seasonal eating, healty eating, nature

Kübra Teber was born in Samsun in 1991. She graduated from Fine Arts High School
and then Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University, Faculty of Architecture, Interior Architecture
and got a master’s degree. She worked as an interior designer in various architectural
projects and as assistant art director in some commercials and television series. She
continues illustrating children’s books.
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THAT’S ME, PENELOPE!

•
•

A magical tale about a young girl looking
for answers
Two-color rich illustrations

Penelope is a little girl who is tired of trying to
find an answer to the question, “What will you do
when you grow up?” She thinks of different kinds
of professions she could do, some of which are
imaginary professions such as a word wizard or a
‘dreamtist’. In this magical tale, the author shows
the readers the importance of finding your true self
and being happy no matter what you do. Dynamic
illustrations also add value to this inspiring story.

Rights Sold: Azerbaijani

Göknur Birincioğlu, born in 1976, has completed her primary, second and high school
education with honor degrees. After graduating from Ankara University Department of
Radio TV and Cinema, she has worked as an executive in several radio, TV channels,
magazines and newspapers. Since she was a little kid Göknur Birincioğlu has been writing
fantastic stories. She is a pioneer to create different characters for the kids in the first
theme park in Turkey. Also having professional chef training, she continues writing tales
encouraging kids, as well as documentaries.
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EARLY READER

Theme: professions, being happy, imagination,
dreaming

“Penelope’s world is so full of colors that you will get carried
away with it. This title also comes to the fore with its two-color,
creative design.” (From Turkish magazine, Parents)

EARLY READER

EARLY READER

EARLY READER

Written by Göknur Birincioğlu
Illustrated by Sernur Işık
Age: 7+
Pages: 60
Size: 17 x 20 cm

Sernur Işık graduated from Ataturk University Faculty of Fine Arts, first in her faculty
where she also worked as a teaching assistant for one year after graduation. She worked
as an illustrator for a company that was specialized in making children’s content for
TV. Later, she worked in Vialand Theme Park as the Visual Art Director and Character
Designer. In 2014 she was chosen for Pictoplasma Academy in Berlin where she received
character design education. Since 2002 she has been working with several different
publishers, many of which are based abroad, and doing works for children’s books and
also other works related to children.
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THAT’S ME, PENELOPE! ON TOP OF THE WORLD

•
•

Highlights the topic of happiness and
home through a fun journey
Brief introduction to different countries
and cultures around the world

We have met Penelope while she was trying to
come up with an answer to the question: “What will
you do when you grow up?” In the second book of
the series, Penelope starts to write a book and sets
off a journey around the world by following words.
A magical journey awaits her and a discovery that
all paths lead to your home and your heart.
Children will accompany Penelope during her
amusing trip around the world. This title will
help children to think about the topics of happiness and home.

Göknur Birincioğlu, born in 1976, has completed her primary, second and high school
education with honor degrees. After graduating from Ankara University Department of
Radio TV and Cinema, she has worked as an executive in several radio, TV channels,
magazines and newspapers. Since she was a little kid Göknur Birincioğlu has been writing
fantastic stories. She is a pioneer to create different characters for the kids in the first
theme park in Turkey. Also having professional chef training, she continues writing tales
encouraging kids, as well as documentaries.
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EARLY READER

Theme: happiness, travelling, home, different
countries, dreams

EARLY READER

EARLY READER

EARLY READER

Written by Göknur Birincioğlu
Illustrated by Sernur Işık
Age: 8+
Pages: 80
Size: 17 x 20 cm

Sernur Işık graduated Ataturk University Faculty of Fine Arts, first in her faculty where
she also worked as a teaching assistant for one year after graduation. She worked as an
illustrator for a company that was specialized in making children’s content for TV. Later,
she worked in Vialand Theme Park as the Visual Art Director and Character Designer. In
2014 she was chosen for Pictoplasma Academy in Berlin where she received character
design education. Since 2002 she has been working with several different publishers,
many of which are based abroad, and doing works for children’s books and also other
works related to children.
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SHILO THE DREAMER

•
•

Inspiring and encouraging real-life story
Black and white illustrations

Once upon a time, there was a girl who rode her bike as
fast as the wind. Once she hit the pedals, no one could
stop her. Her name was Alfonsina Strada.
Despite everyone’s opposition, she persisted in riding
her bike. Only men were allowed to compete in cycling
races, but Alfo was up for the challenge. She wasn’t alone,
thankfully. Dreamer Shilo was an outstanding friend who
had a lot of faith in her.
With the seven stories in the book, you can meet children
Inspired by the life of the famous Italian cyclist, Alfonsina
Strada, Shilo the Dreamer gives a powerful message to
children. Do not hesitate to step out on the road to your
dreams and be open to the challenge! Strada’s struggle
and perseverance offer us an inspiring reality that will
make readers of all ages feel the importance of breaking
social prejudices and ensuring gender equality.
Özlem Dilber worked as a marketing manager for the first fifteen years of her career.
Then, with the birth of her daughter, Defne, she stepped into the world of books, which is
her true passion. She writes colorful and cheerful books that offer different perspectives
—in other words, children’s books. Özlem believes that children can have just as much of
an impact on the world as adults. She believes that anyone who works hard enough can
achieve their dreams and loves to tell their stories. The author lives with her family in
Barcelona.
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MIDDLE GRADE

Theme: Struggle, Perseverance, Sport, Championship,
Alfonsina Strada, Italian Bike Tours

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

New

Written by Özlem Dilber
Illustrated by Merve Dilek Efe
Age: 8+
Page: 148
Size: 12 x 18 cm

Merve Dilek Efe was born in 1987, in Trabzon. She completed her master’s degree in
Computer and Education Technologies department of Gazi University. With the inspiration
she gets from her son Yaman, she writes and illustrates children’s books. She is in love
with living, reading, dreaming and drawing.
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STORIES WITH A BLUE BALLOON TRAVELING IN TURKEY

•
•
•

Written by a famous award-winning author
Stories of seven children from the seven
geographical regions of Turkey
Each story comes with an illustrated map

A blue balloon takes off from the Aegean Region and
begins to travel in Turkey. In the olive groves of Kaz
Mountain, in Göbeklitepe, in the Ihlara Valley...
The flying balloon witnesses the story of seven children
from the seven geographical regions of Turkey.
With the seven stories in the book, you can meet children
living in different parts of Turkey and discover what is
unique to those regions. The stories reflecting the culture,
geographical beauties, historical richness, and cuisine of
the seven regions were illustrated by Bige Doğu. At the
end of each story, there is a map of the region where the
story takes place. At the end of the book, the maps merge
and turn into a map of Turkey, which curious readers will
enjoy examining the details.

Mavisel Yener is one of the most renowned contemporary Turkish authors who has
written over one hundred children’s, young adult, and adult books. Her short stories, fairy
tales, and poems appear in school textbooks. She has won many acclaimed awards. She
was honored by being nominated for the 2018 Hans Christian Andersen Award and most
recently, the 2022 Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award (ALMA).
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MIDDLE GRADE

Theme: Nature, Environmental Awareness, Animals,
Geography, Archeology, Culture

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

New

Written by Mavisel Yener
Illustrated by Bige Doğu
Age: 8+
Page: 96
Size: 15 x 20 cm

Bige Doğu was very fond of drawing and painting when she was little, like many children.
She published a few issues of magazines in which she made her own pictures with a friend
who loved to write in primary school. She continued to draw when she grew up, then went
to an art school where she learned sculpture, art history, art philosophy. Afterward, she
was involved in restoration, candy figurines for cakes, graphic design, animation, but she
realized that her heart is in what she did most when she was a kid: drawing! Now she only
draws for children’s books. She dreams of meeting you in many more books.
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CACTUS FLOWERS

New

Written by Zeynep Alpaslan
Illustrated by Merve Dilek Efe
Age: 8+
Page: 164
Size: 12 x 18 cm

•
•
•

A self-discovering story of talented kids,
taking place in a lovely Southern town
Four newly met friends trying to stay strong
and following their dreams among others who
tease them.
A teacher recognizing the talent in her
students and helping them to shine.

Petek moves to a small southern town with her family.
Now she has a new school and no friends. She always
worries about adapting herself to these kinds of changes.
But things go better than Petek expects. The music brings
her and other kids together at school. The songs that they
played together open new windows in their minds and
they begin to dream quite different things like starting
their own band and writing their own songs.

Zeynep Alpaslan was born in 1983, in Istanbul. She graduated from Cinema and Television
department of Istanbul Bilgi University. She writes for children and adults as well. She has
stories, novels, poems and caricatures. She received KYÖV Children’s Literature Award
with her first children’s novel Tokyo (2018). She also writes songs for her music band
named “Plüton Sakinleri” (Residents of Pluto). Zeynep lives in Istanbul with her cats Pogo
and Yoko.
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MIDDLE GRADE

bullying, courage

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

Theme: Music, school life, friendship, differences,

Merve Dilek Efe was born in 1987, in Trabzon. She completed her master’s degree in
Computer and Education Technologies department of Gazi University. With the inspiration
she gets from her son Yaman, she writes and illustrates children’s books. She is in love
with living, reading, dreaming and drawing.
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF CATERPILLAR OSMAN

New

Written by Ayfer Gürdal Ünal
Illustrated by Doğan Gençsoy
Age: 8+
Page: 136
Size: 12 x 18 cm

70

•
•

MIDDLE GRADE

•

Fun story bringing forth adventures hidden in
ordinary days
Reflects a child’s unique voice
Written by the first Turkish jury member for
the IBBY Hans Christian Andersen Award

“A word in everybody’s mouth. Either, ‘Osman, do you
want to hurt my psychology?’ or Careful, you will ruin
your child’s psychology…’”
Is it easy to be a kid? Every day is a new adventure.
Caterpillar Osman is sharing his troubles with us. He
sincerely tells us about a full day, what happens from
morning to nighttime. The diary of what happens in
school, what happens to him because of his love for
football, the diary where he spills all the beans...
Osman’s one-day adventure is both real and entertaining.
Let’s listen to him now and not ruin the kid’s psychology!
From the mischievous academic writer’s pen, A Day in the
life of Caterpillar Osman brings forth adventures hidden
in ordinary days and reflects a child’s unique voice.

Ayfer Gürdal Ünal graduated from Istanbul University, Faculty of Business Administration.
She earned her master’s degree from Bosphorus University’s Turkish Language and
Literature Department in with her thesis entitled Representation of the Disabled in
Turkish Children’s Literature. This thesis received the 2011 Oğuz Tansel Children’s Writing
Award. After working as a manager in various institutions for twenty years, she published
her first children’s book in 1996. She has fifteen original works. She regularly prepares
children’s book reviews and critiques. She is one of the twelve experts selected to the
international jury for the IBBY Hans Christian Andersen Award and is the first Turk to
be elected to this jury. She served on the Hans C. Andersen jury in 2010-12 and 2012-14.
Since 2011, she has been working as a part-time lecturer at Boğaziçi University, Faculty of
Education, Department of Basic Education, and teaches children’s literature.

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

Theme: childhood, school life, bullying

Doğan Gençsoy was born in 1987 in Bursa, the artist later grew up and studied at the
Department of Cartoon and Animation at Maltepe University. As a freelance cartoon
artist, he illustrated video clips for television and internet, promotional films, children’s
books while working in the 2d animation field.
The artist, who still continues his works at his desk in Istanbul, continues to produce
drawings, animations, and comics for all media.
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THE MYSTERY OF KARABURUN

New

Written by İrem Almaç Yüce
Illustrated by Ali Çetinkaya
Age: 8+
Page: 136
Size: 12 x 18 cm

72

•
•

MIDDLE GRADE

•

A gripping adventure taking place in one of
the hidden paradises of the Aegean region,
Karaburun
Four curious kids trying to solve the mystery
A remarkable bond between an animal and a
human

Four friends Ela, Rüzgâr, Yağmur and Eren, who meet
in Karaburun every summer, witness a mysterious
scene. Seeing a silhouette wandering in the bush marks
the beginning of their great adventure. What is this
silhouette, why is it in Karaburun? The children pursue
this mystery and find themselves in the middle of an
interesting event dating back years. The Mystery of
Karaburun is a gripping adventure that develops around
an extraordinary bond between a wild animal and a
human.

İrem Almaç Yüce graduated from the Department of Economics at Middle East Technical
University. With the desire to produce in the field of literature and communication instead
of economics, she has enjoyed all the steps from being reporter to editorial director in
different magazines. She is still working as a customer director by producing content in
the public relations sector.
She has two previously published children’s books, and she translated five books. She worked
as an editor for different publishing houses and wrote articles for magazines and websites.
İrem has been practicing yoga since 2001, and after receiving her yoga instructor
certificate, she also began to give yoga lessons. In addition, she continues her hobbies
of growing plants, ceramics and painting. She is mother of a son, Eren and she has a cat
named Minnot.

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

Theme: friendship, summer adventure, mystery, bears

Ali Çetinkaya, who has always been involved with drawing, studied academic painting
at Mimar Sinan University, Painting Department. Thanks to his Erasmus experience, he
realized that his inclination towards comics and illustration was not such a terrible idea.
The works of the artist were presented to the audience in magazines, published and
unpublished books, and in several group exhibitions. Ali moved from Istanbul to Dalyan,
and he continues his work from here.
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WHO SAID I’M NAUGHTY

New

Written by Aytül Akal
Illustrated by Gül Sarı
Age: 9+
Pages: 124
Size: 13.5 x 19.5 cm

•

Fun memories as well as successes
/failures, poems/writings
Childhood traces of a writer in her writing
adventure

The school memories of the writer Aytül Akal who
made her childhood dream come true...
The author Aytül Akal, whom is one of Turkey’s bestloved children’s books authors, has chosen herself
as the main character this time and wrote about
her childhood. Her primary, middle, and high school
memories are so rich: First friendships, successes
/failures, poems/writings, disappointments, joys,
excitements… While you are reading, you will both
have fun and witness the childhood traces of a
writer in her writing adventure.
The memories Aytül Akal has chosen from her
primary, middle, and high school years describe
both a writer’s breaking moments at school age
and her journey of “being herself”.
Who Says I’m Naughty will encourage children to
dream about their future.
Aytül Akal has dreamed of being a writer since her childhood. From 1974 onwards, she
worked as a journalist in magazines and newspapers for many years. She now has more
than 150 books for children and young adults published in Turkey and over fifty books
published abroad in German, Spanish, Hungarian, Arabic, Persian, English, Bulgarian,
etc. She has been nominated to represent Turkey for the International ALMA Award
(Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award) three times. Her books have been subject to research
presentation by academics at a three-day-long symposium held by a respectful university
in 2012. She won several prizes for her books and devotion to children books.
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MIDDLE GRADE

•

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

Theme: memories, writing, school life

Gül Sarı was born in Ankara in 1988. She graduated from Hacettepe University, History
Departmen. After working in bookshops and publishing houses, she studied Graphic
Design in Gazi University. She continues illustrating children’s books.
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THE MAGICIAN’S APPRENTICE

•
•
•

A crime novel for children, where three
friends act as detectives
A fast-paced novel from a famous author
Detailed illustrations by a Romanian
illustrator

Burak is a little boy who seems to be a bit confused
about what he wants to do when he grows up. One
day a mysterious magician visits their school and
performs a great show. Burak suddenly finds the
profession he is looking for – magician! He offers
to be the magician’s apprentice to learn the
secrets of magic tricks. But not everything goes
as planned when a thievery takes place in school
while the magician was on stage. Could one of the
people from the magician’s staff be responsible of
the thievery?
The Magician’s Apprentice is a crime novel for
children, which is set in a school where three friends
act as detectives to solve the mysterious thievery.

Aytül Akal has dreamed of being a writer since her childhood. From 1974 onwards, she
worked as a journalist in magazines and newspapers for many years. She now has more
than 150 books for children and young adults published in Turkey and over fifty books
published abroad in German, Spanish, Hungarian, Arabic, Persian, English, Bulgarian,
etc. She has been nominated to represent Turkey for the International ALMA Award
(Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award) three times. Her books have been subject to research
presentation by academics at a three-day-long symposium held by a respectful university
in 2012. She won several prizes for her books and devotion to children books.
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MIDDLE GRADE

Theme: magicians, jobs, mystery, thievery

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

Written by Aytül Akal
Illustrated by Alexandra S. Badiu
Age: 8+
Pages: 136
Size: 13.5 x 19.5 cm

Alexandra S. Badiu was born in Romania in 1992. She moved to Turkey with her family
at a young age and continued her education there. After graduating from a fine arts
high school, she attended Eskisehir Anadolu University animation department. Within a
year of finishing her undergraduate degree she moved to United States of America to
pursue a Master of Fine Arts degree in illustration at Savannah College of Art and Design.
She is currently working on her thesis while freelancing in animation industry as well as
illustrating for children’s books.
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BALLOONS IN THE SKY

•
•

Award-winning author with more than
120 titles
Humorous short stories dealing with
modern topics

In this storybook, there are nine stories and
a different character tells each story. The
stories are all about the problems children face
nowadays, such as the gap created by technology
between children and their parents, their lack of
communication and the problems they face with
their friends… The author handles these themes
with a humorous tone. The book is illustrated with
two color pictures, so the design of the book also
captures the readers’ attention.

Rights Sold: Azerbaijani, Hungarian

Aytül Akal has dreamed of being a writer since her childhood. From 1974 onwards, she
worked as a journalist in magazines and newspapers for many years. She now has more
than 150 books for children and young adults published in Turkey and over fifty books
published abroad in German, Spanish, Hungarian, Arabic, Persian, English, Bulgarian,
etc. She has been nominated to represent Turkey for the International ALMA Award
(Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award) three times. Her books have been subject to research
presentation by academics at a three-day-long symposium held by a respectful university
in 2012. She won several prizes for her books and devotion to children books.
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MIDDLE GRADE

Theme: technology, family, friendship, hobbies

“Aytül Akal takes us down to this world with her words. (…) Anıl Tortop’s illustrations, colors and cover
design are very much in harmony with Akal’s world.”
(Görkem Yeltan, from newspaper Radikal Kitap)

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

Written by Aytül Akal
Illustrated by Anıl Tortop
Age: 8+
Pages: 120
Size: 13.5 x 19.5 cm

Anıl Tortop was born and raised in Turkey. She moved to Australia in early 2011 and has
been trying to get used to the local eight-legged house intruders and slithering visitors
to her garden ever since. Anıl also works as a character/concept designer, but has been
called away from this affair as her relationship with children’s books becomes more
serious. Nowadays, she lives with her husband in Brisbane. Loves the smell of fresh books.
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THE CODE OF THE LOST TALE

Written by Mahir Çipil
Illustrated by Lütfü Er
Age: 10+
Page: 248
Size: 13,5 x 19,5 cm

•

A page-turner sea adventure
Introducing historical cities and Seven
Wonders of the World
Two stories intertwined: modern
adventure and an old tale

Murat is going to spent his summer holiday with
his grandmother who lives in a small village. He
gets bored as there is nothing to do. But one day
his path crosses with a group of children who
hangs out in a boat named North Star. The boat
is recently bought by the grandmother of a girl in
this gang and as they are clearing out the cabins,
the children stumble upon an old small chest. Soon
after, they discover that this chest belonged to an
old merchant named Petrus and he left a puzzle to
whom that will discover it. As a child Petrus loved
to listen to an old tale and in his old age he divided
this tale into four parts and hid them in four
different cities. The children have to solve riddles
in order to find which cities these are. An exciting
sea adventure awaits Murat and his new friends!
Mahir Çipil was born in Ankara. He graduated from the Department of Management at
Hacettepe University. He got his master’s degree in Business Management from Cornell
University and London Business School. Currently, he works as a manager and he is also
an instructor at Bilgi University. He considers himself a lifelong student of life. He loves
dreaming and writing. He also has a daughter named Deniz, with whom he loves dreaming
and making up stories.
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MIDDLE GRADE

•
•

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

Theme: maps, riddles, history, cities, traveling

Lütfü Er was born in Kaman in 1988. Even though as a kid, he dreamt that he would
become a painter one day, he ended up graduating from Anadolu University with a degree
in Business. However, he never stopped chasing his dream and he didn’t abandon his
passion for drawing. Currently, he works as a freelancing illustrator, mainly focusing on
projects for books and posters. He also works as an art director at an ad agency.
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PHILOSOPHY FOR CHILDREN SERIES

SHOULD YOU LAUGH AT EVERY JOKE?

Philosophy club students talk about concepts such as fallacies, jokes, fun, and humor and look for answers to
questions such as how do we feel in the face of ribaldry, what is the difference between humor and joking, what
happens when we create uncertainty with what we say?

Theme: fallacies, jokes, fun,humor, philosophy, critical thinking

•
•

Narrative books that children can read
and evaluate themselves
Emphasizing the significance of
philosophy and critical thinking
Illustrated with hand lettering which the
artist can rewrite for any language

“Philosophy for Children” series continues with two
new books. Philosophy club students, who dealt with
relationships based on a mythological story in the
previous four books and discussed concepts such as
anxiety, anger, success, conflict, this time will dive
into the subject of fallacies. Dr. Özge Özdemir, who
teaches Philosophy for Children workshops with
children and trains P4C tutors, writes her books on
the basis of discussions from her workshops with
children aged 9-12. In each book, six friends think
and discuss in the company of philosophy teachers.
Ezgi Platin’s letter-drawings in the books bring a
fun look at the concepts. There will be two more
books on fallacies added to the series in 2021.

After graduating from the Philosophy Department of Boğaziçi University, Özge Özdemir
completed her master’s and doctoral degree in the Philosophy Department of Istanbul
University. She worked as a lecturer at various universities in Istanbul. In 2015, she
completed her Philosophy for Children education at Montclair State University / Institute
for the Advancement of Philosophy for Children. She is the founder of Little Thinkers
Society. She also teaches Philosophy of Education as a part-time lecturer at the Faculty of
Education at Boğaziçi University. She has knowledge and experience in teaching, training
of instructors, preparing educational content, and writing.
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Philosophy club students talk about concepts such as fallacies, authority, power, oppression, and look for
answers to questions such as is being an authority the same as being authoritarian, What happens if we submit
to authority without thinking, is what the majority does always right?

Theme: fallacies, authority, power, oppression, philosophy, critical thinking
DO EMOTIONS CONFUSE US?

Philosophy club students talk about concepts such as mind and emotions and look for answers to questions
such as is threatening, praising, or being pathetic a method of persuasion, can we recognize and regulate our
emotions?

Theme: emotions, mind, communication, fallacies, critical thinking
DO WORDS HURT?

Philosophy club students talk about concepts such as verbal attack, insult, and magnanimity and look for answers
to questions such as how do we respond when we are verbally attacked, how do we become wrong when we are
right, is growing up and maturation the same?

MIDDLE GRADE

•

SHOULD YOU TRUST EVERY WORD?

Theme: verbal communication, fallacies, insult, critical thinking

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

New

Written by Özge Özdemir
Illustrated by Ezgi Platin
Age: 8+
Page: 40
Size: 12 x 18 cm

Graduating from Visual Communication Design at the Sabanci University in Istanbul,
Turkey, Ezgi Platin continued her education at Central Saint Martins College of Art and
Design in London. In 2007 she began her career in advertising agencies first as a designer
and then a copywriter. As she worked and gained experience in varying agencies from
traditional advertising to digital, social media and even events, she continued doing
freelance design work for book covers, theater posters, invitations, newsletters, etc.
During this time she discovered hand lettering and left her advertising job to pursue
lettering. Currently she works as a freelance hand letterer, illustrator and copywriter.
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PHILOSOPHY FOR CHILDREN SERIES

The author Özge Özdemir, is the founder of Little Thinkers Society, which aims to introduce Philosophy for
Children (P4C) technique. She teaches Philosophy for Children workshops with children and trains P4C tutors.

IS IT POSSIBLE TO BE THE BEST?

•
•
•

Narrative books that children can read
and evaluate themselves
About the difficulties we encounter in
relationships
Emphasizing the significance of
philosophy and critical thinking
Illustrated with hand lettering which the
artist can rewrite for any language

“Philosophy for Children” is a series of four books
which gives children the perspective to think
about everyday problems, evaluate situations
and understand common concepts. In each book,
students gather at the philosophy club and first,
they listen to a mythological story and then they
debate about a specific topic related to that
story. The fast-paced narration gives the reader
the feeling like they are sitting in that class and
listening to this debate. The author refrains from
pointing to a single correct way of doing something
and presents various points of view.

After graduating from the Philosophy Department of Boğaziçi University, Özge Özdemir
completed her master’s and doctoral degree in the Philosophy Department of Istanbul
University. She worked as a lecturer at various universities in Istanbul. In 2015, she
completed her Philosophy for Children education at Montclair State University / Institute
for the Advancement of Philosophy for Children. She is the founder of Little Thinkers
Society. She also teaches Philosophy of Education as a part-time lecturer at the Faculty of
Education at Boğaziçi University. She has knowledge and experience in teaching, training
of instructors, preparing educational content, and writing.
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IS FIGHTING THE SOLUTION?

One day there is a glorious wedding ceremony on Mount Olympus. Eris is the only one who is not invited to
the wedding. Eris, the goddess of discord and strife, secretly comes to the wedding and starts a fight among
the goddesses.
In this title, children debate about the concepts such as dispute, war, peace, finding solutions, revenge, and
reconciliation.

Theme: relationships, philosophy, critical thinking, reconciliation, conflict, argument
IS IT POSSIBLE NOT TO GET ANGRY?

When Miss Ipek opens the discussion with the question “When and why do people get angry?”, everyone has
lots of things to say and they start debating eagerly.
In this title, children debate on concepts such as fairness, injustice, anger, self-esteem, sympathy and love.

MIDDLE GRADE

•

Theme: relationships, philosophy, critical thinking, competition, success, criticism

Theme: relationships, philosophy, critical thinking, anger, self-esteem, fairness
CAN YOU ESCAPE ANXIETY?

Deniz’s philosophy teacher Miss İpek is absent when the bell rings for the class to begin and Deniz gets anxious: Will she be late? Or will she not come at all? Can she be in trouble?.. Then Miss Ipek turns up, apologises
for being two minutes late and -as a coincidence- announces that their topic of discussion today is anxiety.
In this title, children debate on concepts such as uncertainty, exam anxiety, information pollution, fear, joy and
positive thinking.

Theme: relationships, philosophy, critical thinking, anxiety, fear, positive thinking

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

MIDDLE GRADE

Written by Özge Özdemir
Illustrated by Ezgi Platin
Age: 8+
Page: 40
Size: 12 x 18 cm

One day Zeus, Athena and Poseidon bet on who will make the best creation. They put Momus in charge of
choosing the best one. But Momus, the god of unfair criticism, doesn’t find their creations good enough and
criticizes them.
In this title, children debate about the concepts such as jealously, envy, competition, criticism, ambition,
success, and happiness.

Graduating from Visual Communication Design at the Sabanci University in Istanbul,
Turkey, Ezgi Platin continued her education at Central Saint Martins College of Art and
Design in London. In 2007 she began her career in advertising agencies first as a designer
and then a copywriter. As she worked and gained experience in varying agencies from
traditional advertising to digital, social media and even events, she continued doing
freelance design work for book covers, theater posters, invitations, newsletters, etc.
During this time she discovered hand lettering and left her advertising job to pursue
lettering. Currently she works as a freelance hand letterer, illustrator and copywriter.
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ABOUT US

REDHOUSE is a well-known brand in Turkey, publishing
mainly English-Turkish and Turkish-English dictionaries
for more than 150 years. Sir James Redhouse’s two
lexicons formed the core of a publishing tradition that
survives to this day.
The brand REDHOUSE KIDZ was found in 2006 and has
an important place in the field of children’s publications
with its quality and innovative books.
As REDHOUSE KIDZ, we are very happy to present
you our catalogue which consist of four sections:
picture books, non-fiction, early reader and middle grade
children’s books.

REDHOUSE team has worked meticulously on every title
that is offered in this catalogue, and continues to do
scrupulous work both to represent our brands well and to
earn our customers’ appreciation. Some of our missions
are to pass our expertise and accumulated knowledge on
to individuals of all ages, to give accurate information,
and to stand out with our distinctive standpoint. We place
great value on preserving and promoting our brand, and
maintain our publishing standards of being contemporary,
progressive, and putting emphasis on ethical values.
Thank you for your loyal support!

SEV PUBLISHING

www.redhouse.com.tr
/RedhouseYayinlari
/RedhouseKidz
/RedhouseKidz

